Yuri Gagarin took the Sturmanskie watch, made by special order, into space on April 12, 1961. In weightlessness the watch worked flawlessly.

Since 1961 the Sturmanskie have been the official watch of the Soviet and Russian cosmonauts, which helped in difficult situations, withstanding severe tests in zero gravity, magnetic fields, extreme shocks, vibrations and temperatures.
Electronic quartz movement.
3 hands, central second.
Day and night
Stem 2 positions.
0 Jewel

SETTING THE TIME
1. Pull the crown out to the lInd position.
2. Turn the crown clockwise to set hour and minute hands. (Day and night disc is synchronized automatically with current time.)
3. Push the crown back to the normal position.
The manufacturer warranty period is valid for 12 months from the purchase date. In each country of sale the legal, country-specific guarantee conditions apply. The customer shall not have any claim under this warranty if:

- the watch does not have warranty card;
- the watch has been repaired by unauthorized service center or person;
- the watch is not used in accordance with the Instructions supplied in this User’s Manual.

The Warranty does not cover the watch-case, crystal, band, bracelet and packing. If hidden faults are detected during the warranty period, the watch can be repaired at the warranty watch service shop marked by your local distributor. The right for warranty service is provided by the guarantee certificate attached to the given warranty-card of your watch. The claims on watch replacement or repayment are satisfied upon submission of the certificate from the guarantee service.

manufacturer and distributor:

VOLMAX GROUP LTD
MARKSISTSKAYA STREET, 34, B. 5
109147, MOSCOW
TEL. +7 495 911 32 10
volmax@aviatorwatch.ru
www.sturmanskie.ru